CELL PHONE TOWER RADIATION HARMONIZER
It is now established beyond doubt that dwelling houses that are
located within 500 meters of the Cell Phone Towers are highly
vulnerable to TOWER RADIATIONAL effects. The effects of exposure to
damaging Tower Radiation ranges from Sleeplessness to Cancer.
RADISAFE-TOWER RADIATION HARMONIZER helps to completely
Harmonize the Electro Magnetic Stress inside your living and bedrooms
thereby helping you to protect your immune system and enjoy a stress free
living inside your house. Needless to say that a continued exposure
to Tower Radiation leads to lots of health implications and imbalances.
TECHNOLOGY:
RADISAFE-TOWER RADIATION HARMONIZER employs a Proven
Unique Mineral Combination + Scalar Energy Technology to ensure optimum Harmonization of
Tower Radiation inside your house. A combination of researched select minerals which are
capable of Harmonizing the Electro Magnetic Radiation is packed into a Metallic Pyramidical
case, which is Scalar Energized too. This Gadget doesnot require electricity to function, and
lasts for LIFE TIME. The area covered by this Gadget is aprox. 5 meters ( 15 ft ) in radius
(aprox.covers an area of 675 sq ft). It is advisable to keep this Gadget inside the Bedroom
where one spends more than 10-12 hours a day.
Keep more Gadgets spread over the total area of the house should you
want to protect the entire area of the house.
Aprox wt: 1 Kg
Size: 75 mm x 75 mm x 75 mm

Notes on Harmonizer:
YOU HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST THE MOST
DIVERSE FORMS OF RADIATION.
GEOPATHOLOGICAL ZONES
GEOPATHOLOGY is the study of the nature of earthliness, underground water courses, earth faults and
energy vortexes, and their effect on our health and well-being. Methods of how to avoid these areas and
how to shield against them are described.
GEOPATHIC STRESS is a term that includes harmful energies of all kinds, natural grids, earth fault

lines and water veins, as well as the electromagnetic fields (EMF) of power lines and many household
appliances (microwaves, TVs, radios) with a special emphasis on cell phones, computers and computer
monitors.
WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT ENERGY CHARACTERISTICS OF GEOPATHIC STRESS
ZONES?
Traditional dowsers are looking first for harmful energy above underground watercourses.
Researchers from the middle of the last century describe noxious earth energies within
different three-dimensional grid systems, mostly oriented North-South and East-West:
Earth fault lines emanate harmful energy above the area of fracture.
Electromagnetic fields (EMF) have a strong draining effect on biological systems, caused by
disturbances of:
Power lines feeding into a house, Electrical appliances, mostly through the transformers, but also
microwave ovens, TVs and computer monitors, Office equipment: computers, fax machines, copy
machines, etc. Mobile telephones and cellphones.
Electromagnetic fields (EMFs) run at 60 hertz or higher. MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) conducted a study in 1990 placing human cells in a 60-hertz environment - much like
our high-tech homes and offices. MIT discovered an increase in cell metabolism after just a few
weeks. Increased cell metabolism is one of the mechanisms behind cancer and aging.Exposure to
EMFs contributes to many health problems but now you can protect yourself against damaging EMFs
by deflecting or neutralizing these powerful energy fields.
Some experts believe that as much as 80% of all illness could be related to sleeping in a
geopathic stress zone. The Energy Harmonizer neutralizes geopathic stress (ground
radiation) where you sleep, and much more…
This powerful radionic device is capable of neutralizing geopathic radiation and enabling
a deeper quality of sleep. The Energy Harmonizer also takes care of both Curry and
Hartman lines and creates a beneficial energy in the room in which it is placed.
The Energy Harmonizer also helps to clear any electromagnetic radiation in a room,
whether it is coming from inside the room, from other rooms in your house, or from
outside.
The earth emits natural radiation that is beneficial and necessary for mankind's survival
on the planet. When this natural radiation passes through underground water veins or

large mineral deposits it becomes altered and can be detrimental to humans. The places
on Earth where this happens are referred to as geopathic stress zones.
Geopathic stress is harmful for the same reason electromagnetic radiation from
cellphones etc. is harmful. It creates a detrimental energy field that stresses the immune
system and impairs the functioning of the body. Studies conducted by doctors in small
towns throughout Europe found that virtually every person who contracted cancer had
been sleeping in a geopathic stress zone. Findings have also linked sleeping in a
geopathic stress zone to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, Chronic Fatigue and
Fibromyalgia. If your baby or child is always scrunched up to one side of the crib or bed,
check for geopathic stress. Babies and children can sense it and instinctively try to move
away from the source.
The Energy Harmonizer can also harmonize the energies in any room in which it is
placed. It is also portable and can be carried from room to room or taken with you when
you travel.
The Energy Harmonizer can be placed on a stand or on the wall. In a bedroom it will work
equally well if placed under a bed.
The Energy Harmonizer acts like a mini Clear Field Resonator (see below), a more
expensive product that is capable of clearing a whole house of geopathic stress,
electromagnetic radiation, and more.
The Energy Harmonizer employs a unique and advanced silicon based Crystal Catalyst®
Dielectric ceramic material developed by a husband and wife team, expert in
parapsychology, dowsing, and geopathic stress. This material has been shown to absorb
such harmful energy, then transforming it into beneficial, life enhancing frequencies. The
Energy Harmonizer also utilizes the principles of Feng Shui and sacred geometry.
In addition to the Energy Harmonizer, other devices (see below) are available for
protection from specific sources of harmful and obnoxious energy emanations, such as
cellphones, household appliances, office equipment and hybrid cars. These resonators
can be either worn around the neck for all-around protection, adhered to or placed on an
offending device, placed around the home, in a car, or carried upon your person.

